A probabilistic reconciliation of coherence-driven and centering-driven theories of pronoun interpretation

Abstract: Two classic theories of pronoun interpretation have each sought to specify the relationship between pronoun use and discourse coherence, but make seemingly irreconcilable claims. According to Hobbs (1979, 1990), pronoun interpretation is not governed by an independent mechanism, but instead comes about as a by-product of utilizing world knowledge during the inferential establishment of discourse coherence relations. Factors pertaining to the grammatical form and information structure of utterances do not come into play. According to Centering Theory (Grosz, Joshi & Weinstein 1995; inter alia), on the other hand, pronoun interpretation is predominantly determined by information structural relationships within and between utterances (e.g., topic transitions) and the grammatical roles occupied by potential referents. Factors pertaining to world knowledge and the establishment of informational coherence relations do not come into play.

In this paper, we describe a series of psycholinguistic experiments that ultimately suggest a reconciliation of these diverse approaches. These experiments reveal a definitive role for coherence relationships of the Hobbsian sort, demonstrating that pronoun interpretation is affected by (i) probabilistic expectations that comprehenders have about what coherence relationships will ensue, and (ii) their expectations about what entities will be mentioned next which, crucially, are conditioned on those coherence relationships. However, these experiments also reveal a role played by the topichood status of potential referents. These data are reconciled by a probabilistic model that combines the comprehender’s prior coherence-driven expectations about what entities will be referred to next and Centering-driven likelihoods that govern the speaker’s choice of referential form. The approach therefore situates pronoun interpretation within a larger body of work in psycholinguistics, according to which language interpretation results when top-down predictions about the ensuing message meet bottom-up linguistic evidence.
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1 Introduction

Our goal in this paper is to examine the mechanisms that underlie discourse processing, viewed through the eyes of pronoun interpretation. So let us start with a brief characterization of the pronoun interpretation problem, and of some of the early proposals put forth for dealing with it. Consider the following passages:

(1) a. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and the press promptly followed him to the next primary state. [him = Mitt]
   b. Rick was narrowly defeated by Mitt, and the press promptly followed him to the next primary state. [him = Rick]
   c. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and Newt absolutely trounced him. [him = Rick]
   d. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and he quickly demanded a recount. [he = Rick]

If you poll native speakers for judgments about the reference of the pronoun in (1a), most will tell you that *him* refers to Mitt. However, if you ask instead about passage (1b), those same speakers will tell you the pronoun refers to Rick. Such facts have in part caused researchers to posit a SUBJECT ASSIGNMENT STRATEGY in pronoun interpretation (Frederiksen 1981; Crawley, Stevenson & Kleinman 1990; inter alia), whereby comprehenders preferentially assign a pronoun to the entity mentioned in the subject position of the previous clause.\(^1\) After all, the contexts leading up to the pronoun in passages (1a–b) are semantically invariant; all that changes between (1a) and (1b) is the voice used in the first clause. The switch from active to passive voice changed the entity that

---

1 Other researchers (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves 1988; Gernsbacher, Hargreaves & Beeman 1989) have instead taken such data to be evidence for a FIRST-MENTION ADVANTAGE. See Järvikivi, van Gompel, Hyönä & Bertram (2005) for a comparison of the two proposals.
appears in subject position, and the pronoun interpretation preference went with it. So what else could it be, if not a structural preference tied to subject position?

This reasoning is well and good until we encounter examples like (1c). Most informants will now tell you that the pronoun him refers to Rick. So much for the subject assignment strategy that we thought (1a–b) established. Such data has caused researchers to posit a grammatical role parallelism bias (Smyth 1994; Chambers & Smyth 1998; inter alia), whereby a pronoun prefers a referent that occupies the same grammatical role in another clause. While intuitively appealing in this example, one nonetheless wonders why the same preference did not similarly apply in passage (1a), in which a pronoun in object position has an available antecedent in object position.

Muddying the waters further are examples like (1d). Here, informants will favor Rick as the referent of he, even though the subject assignment strategy and parallel grammatical role bias both agree on Mitt. Such examples have caused researchers to claim that pronoun interpretation is determined primarily by world knowledge and reasoning (Hobbs 1979). This might seem to be an obvious explanation: After all, who’s more likely to demand a recount, the winner or loser of an election? But then one wonders why a purely syntactic manipulation as seen in (1a–b) – where again, the examples are invariant with respect to semantics and world knowledge – could change the preferred referent of a pronoun.

When we consider their highly similar morphosyntactic properties, it is not immediately obvious why examples (1a–d) appear to favor different strategies for interpreting pronouns. If we take a closer look at them, however, we see that they are not entirely alike in a deeper respect: specifically in terms of what we might informally refer to as the semantic ‘glue’ that binds the clauses in each case together to form a coherent discourse. For example, passages (1a–b) seem to tell a story as a narration, i.e. a series of contingent, temporally-connected events. Passage (1c), on the other hand, coheres for reasons that appear to be based on semantic parallelism: Two similar events happened, and unlike (1a–b), we cannot even be sure as to the order in which the events occurred. Passage (1d) is likewise different from both of these, being bound by causality, with the first clause describing a cause and the second its effect. It therefore stands to reason that perhaps different semantic relationships can affect pronoun interpretation in different ways (cf. Hobbs 1979, 1990).

While this may sound plausible, it is not the direction that pronoun research has historically taken. Instead, work in both psycholinguistics and computational linguistics has often assumed what we will (uncharitably) refer to as the smash algorithm as a model of interpretation (Kehler 2007):
Search: Collect possible referents (within some contextual window)

Match: Filter out those referents that fail ‘hard’ morphosyntactic constraints (number, gender, person, binding)

And Select using Heuristics: Select a referent based on some combination of ‘soft’ constraints (grammatical role, grammatical parallelism, thematic role, referential form, . . . )

Under this model, encountering a pronoun triggers a fairly complex process in the mind of the comprehender. First, a search is initiated to collect possible referents. Then a series of constraints is applied to eliminate potential referents, based on number, gender, binding theory, and so forth. Then, with what’s left, a computation ensues in order to determine which of the potential referents is the most likely one. In heuristic theories, this is just the referent that the heuristic singles out (e.g., the subject assignment strategy picks the referent that was mentioned in the subject position of the previous sentence, if available). In other models, the underlying computation is more complex. For instance, in the Centering-based interpretation model of Brennan, Friedman & Pollard (1987) and Walker, lida & Cote (1994), all possible combinations of referent assignments that are consistent with Centering rules are considered and ranked according to four ordered transition types, which in turn have to be computed from the configurational properties of the forward and backward looking centers. Other multi-factorial theories (Stevenson, Nelson & Stenning 1995; Arnold 2001) employ a competition model style framework in which weighted sets of varied sorts of featural information (grammatical roles, thematic roles, and so forth) are used to determine the most likely referent.

From this picture emerges what one might call the Big Question: If the interpretation of pronouns is really this involved, why would any speaker do the disservice to her addressee of using one? After all, in doing so she is choosing to use an ambiguous expression in lieu of an unambiguous one, such as a proper name. Yet we have reason to believe, both intuitively and experimentally, that the felicitous use of a pronoun does not particularly hinder discourse comprehension, and in some cases even facilitates it (Gordon, Grosz & Gilliom 1993). So what we want from a theory is not merely a list of so-called ‘preferences’ or ‘heuristics’ that people purportedly employ when interpreting pronouns; after all, without any underlying explanation offered, these preferences do not do much more than restate statistical generalizations found in the data. What we want instead is a deeper explanation for why we find such patterns, and indeed why different preferences seem to prevail in different contextual circumstances (as seen in 1a–d).
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We believe that the complexity we find in pronoun interpretation data, therefore, should not be met with an equally complicated theory of it. Instead, we suspect that the complexity of the data arises not from the process of pronoun interpretation itself, but instead from its coming into contact with the operation of discourse-level inferential processes that we already independently know to exist: that is, that complexity results from the integration of simpler parts. We will thus carry forth with the hypothesis that pronoun interpretation is simpler than commonly assumed, and ask: *What would the discourse processing architecture have to look like to allow for a fairly simple theory of pronoun interpretation?* In this way, we study pronouns not merely to better understand them as linguistic objects, but to use them the same way that biologists use fruit flies: in our case, to provide a window into larger questions about the architecture and workings of the discourse processing mechanism.

2 Two theories of discourse coherence

In the remainder of the paper, we will focus on two analyses that have attempted to explain pronoun behavior in terms of a larger theory of discourse interpretation and coherence; approaches that make opposite and seemingly irreconcilable claims. The first is the Centering Theory of Grosz et al. (1995). Centering is a fairly complex theory that comes in a variety of instantiations, and hence a full description would take us somewhat afield. We will instead focus on what we take to be the primary claim of the theory, captured in the following quotes from the preface of Grosz et al.:

> Certain entities in an utterance are more central than others and this property imposes constraints on a speaker’s use of different types of referring expressions . . . The coherence of a discourse is affected by the compatibility between centering properties of an utterance and choice of referring expression. (p. 203)

Note that this is a *production-oriented* claim, in that it posits the existence of constraints on speakers in their choice of referring expressions that impact the coherence of the discourse in which they appear. Specifically regarding a speaker’s choice to employ a pronoun, they further say:

> . . . the use of a pronoun to realize the Cᵢ signals the hearer that the speaker is continuing to talk about the same thing. (p. 214)

Centering implements these ideas through the use of several constructs and rules. The constructs include a partially-ordered list of forward-looking centers (Cᵢ)
which, roughly speaking, contains all of the entities referred to in the utterance. Among these is the (single) backward-looking center ($C_b$), which by definition is the element in the current utterance that is most highly ranked on the $C_f$ of the previous utterance. The $C_b$ can be thought of as the topic of the utterance; in line with the aforementioned quote, a rule of Centering states that if any element in the current utterance is pronominalized, the topic should be. There are also rules that rank types of interclausal transitions that are defined by the $C_b$ and $C_f$ which have been used in Centering-based pronoun interpretation algorithms (Brennan et al. 1987; Walker et al. 1994), which will not be of use to us here (see Section 4).

While Centering in principle allows for a variety of factors to influence the ranking of the $C_f$, one that is most commonly appealed to is grammatical role, assuming the ordering provided by the obliqueness hierarchy $\text{Subject} > \text{Object(s)} > \text{Other}$ (Grosz et al. 1995; Brennan et al. 1987; Walker et al. 1994; inter alia). With this in mind, one can see how a suitably-constructed Centering-based algorithm could conceivably explain why a difference in choice of syntactic form such as (1a–b), repeated below in (2), could ultimately affect how the ensuing pronoun is interpreted, in so far as different entities are mentioned from subject position.

(2) a. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and the press promptly followed him to the next primary state. [him = Mitt]
   b. Rick was narrowly defeated by Mitt, and the press promptly followed him to the next primary state. [him = Rick]

Importantly, the relevant constructs of Centering are defined in terms of morpho-grammatical properties of the discourse. Semantics, world knowledge, and inference do not come into play.

A second and diametrically-opposed approach is the coherence-driven theory of Hobbs (1979). In this approach, establishing discourse coherence is achieved by making the inferences necessary to meet the constraints imposed by one of a set of coherence relations. Consider a passage like (3):

(3) Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. He has family there.

A typical comprehender will not interpret the two statements in (3) as independent facts about Mitt, but instead infer that the second sentence expresses the

---

reason for the eventuality described in the first. Although this relation is nowhere expressed in the passage, comprehenders will typically make inferences necessary to establish a way in which the statements are relevant to one another. In the case of example (3), this relationship is characterized as an EXPLANATION relation, informally defined as follows:

**Explanation:** Infer that the second sentence describes a cause or reason for the eventuality described in the first sentence.

Explanation is only one such relation; several other common ones include:

**Occasion:** Infer a change of state from the second sentence, taking its initial state to be the final state of the eventuality described in the first sentence.

Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. He took a taxi from the airport to his house.

**Elaboration:** Infer that both sentences provide descriptions of the same eventuality.

Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. He took a private jet into Lindbergh field.

**Result:** Infer that the first sentence describes a cause or reason for the eventuality described in the second sentence.

Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. He was therefore able to visit several high-profile campaign donors.

**Violated Expectation:** Infer that the second sentence describes an unexpected result of the eventuality described in the first sentence.

Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. He wasn’t able to visit any high-profile campaign donors, however.

**Parallel:** Infer that the first and second sentences express similar eventualities, as if each provides a partial answer to a common question.

Mitt flew to San Diego this weekend. Rick stayed in Kansas to campaign.

In Hobbs's analysis, pronoun interpretation is not an independent process at all, but is instead a by-product of more general reasoning about the most likely meaning of a discourse, including the establishment of discourse coherence. Pronouns are modeled as free variables which become bound during these

---

3 See Kehler (2002) for more formal definitions of this relation as well as the others discussed below.
inference processes; potential referents of pronouns are therefore those which result in valid proofs of discourse coherence. The analysis therefore offers a principled account of why examples like (4) with follow-ons (a) and (b), adapted from Winograd (1972), lead to two different interpretations for the pronoun they.

(4) The city council denied the demonstrators a permit because
   a. they feared violence.
   b. they advocated violence.

The connective because in each case explicitly indicates an Explanation relation. As such, the pronoun receives the assignment necessary to establish this relation, in light of the fact that the city council fearing violence is a more likely cause than the demonstrators fearing violence (4a), but that the demonstrators advocating violence is a more likely cause than the city council advocating violence (4b). Notably, these different interpretations result even though the two sentence pairs have identical syntactic configurations; indeed, the only difference between them is the verb that comes after the pronoun in the second clause. The Centering analysis offers no explanation for this difference (also recall example 1d). Indeed, the Hobbs approach is in many ways the opposite of Centering: Semantics, world knowledge, and inference drive interpretation, whereas choice of linguistic form (syntactic, referential) does not come into play.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the results of a series of experiments that demonstrate that pronoun interpretation is highly sensitive to coherence relations of the Hobbsian sort, and which find no obvious explanation in a Centering analysis. We then follow by presenting other evidence, however, that remains unexplained by the Hobbsian story, and which in fact suggests a role for a Centering-based constraint. We culminate the discussion by presenting a simple probabilistic model that integrates aspects of both approaches, and describe an experiment that examines predictions of the model. The end result is an analysis that, while reconciling the core tenets of both theories, is also argued to improve upon these theories in a number of important respects.

3 Experiments

Our examination of these approaches to coherence and their relationship to pronoun interpretation starts with a set of intriguing data from a series of passage completion experiments conducted by Stevenson, Crawley & Kleinman (1994). Of
the various different context types they considered, we will focus on those that utilized transfer-of-possession verbs, as in (5–6):

(5) John seized the comic from Bill. He __________________________

(6) John passed the comic to Bill. He __________________________

Both (5) and (6) describe a transfer of possession, but they differ with respect to where the fillers of the Source and Goal thematic roles occur: In (5) the Goal is the subject, whereas in (6) it appears as the object of the prepositional phrase. Stevenson et al. instructed experimental participants to complete passages like (5–6) and then coded the intended interpretations of the pronouns. For Goal-Source contexts like (5), they found an overwhelming bias (84.6%) to interpret the pronoun to refer to the subject/Goal (i.e., John). For contexts like (6), however, the distribution was almost even: 51% to the subject/Source and 49% to the non-subject/Goal. This latter result is somewhat surprising, since an object-of-PP referent at the end of the sentence – normally a relatively dispreferred position for a pronominal referent to appear in – would not typically be expected to compete with the sentential subject, especially in light of the previously discussed subject assignment and parallel grammatical role biases, both of which favor the Source.

Based on results such as these, Stevenson et al. posited that there are two biases that come into play for pronoun interpretation. The first is a grammatical role preference that ranks subjects over non-subjects, as previous researchers have proposed. The second is a thematic role bias that similarly ranks occupants of the Goal role over occupants of the Source. These two preferences agree for (5), where the subject is also the Goal, and hence one finds a large proportion of assignments to the subject. The preferences conflict in (6), however – John is the subject but Bill is the Goal – hence why one finds an even distribution of referents.

Stevenson et al. offered an explanation for the Goal bias that went beyond it merely being a heuristic preference. They hypothesized that after interpreting an utterance, comprehenders focus their attention on the end state of the described eventuality in their mental model of the discourse as they proceed to interpret the subsequent utterance. Whereas for many event types one would expect the initiator (e.g., the Agent) to remain central throughout the event structure, it stands to reason that there would be a shift for transfer-of-possession events. That is, while we might expect the Source to be central to the initial state of the event, intuitively this centrality shifts to the Goal – i.e., the recipient of the object of transfer – at the point at which the end state is reached. In Stevenson’s model, this end-state focus is a “top-down” bias that yields predictions about
what event participants are likely to be mentioned next (henceforth referred to as the next-mention bias), regardless of the form of reference used. The aforementioned subject bias, on the other hand, results from a “bottom-up” strategy that is triggered specifically by the occurrence of a pronoun.

Stevenson et al.’s theory therefore went beyond previous accounts in moving away from an approach based only on pronoun-specific heuristics. As we noted in Rohde, Kehler & Elman (2006) (see also Arnold (2001); Kehler, Kertz, Rohde & Elman (2008)), however, the proposed focus on the end state of the previous eventuality only makes sense for certain coherence relations with which the discourse could be felicitously continued. On the one hand, it makes perfect sense for Occasion relations, the definition of which is repeated below:

**Occasion:** Infer a change of state from the second sentence, taking its initial state to be the final state of the eventuality described in the first sentence.

Note that the inference procedure underlying the establishment of Occasion directly incorporates a focus on the end state of the previous eventuality: It is this state of affairs that is inferred to be the initial state for interpreting the next eventuality. In this sense, a focus on the previous end state is a natural consequence of establishing Occasion, without any further stipulation. One might similarly anticipate an end-state bias for Result relations, since effects are associated with the consequences of an event. On the other hand, similar logic fails to hold for many of the other relations. For instance, we would expect Explanation relations to incorporate a focus on the initial state of the previous eventuality, as causes precede effects. Similar reasoning holds for Elaboration relations, which generally take the form of a redescriptions of the previous eventuality or aspects of it, and hence offer no reason to expect an end-state focus.

We therefore designed an experiment with two goals in mind. We first wanted to test the event-structure explanation for the Goal bias as compared to a simpler heuristic that uniformly ranks Goals over Sources. Second, assuming that the event structure proposal wins, we wanted to evaluate the predictions of the coherence account— in particular, that the Goal bias would be limited primarily to those coherence relations for which we would naturally expect to find it for independent reasons, such as Occasion and Result.

The experiment paired passages like (7), in which the verb occurs in the perfective form, with versions like (8), in which the imperfective form was used.

(7) John passed a comic to Bill. He ________________________________

(8) John was passing a comic to Bill. He ______________________________
Crucially, the thematic role bias predicts no effect of aspectual form, since the thematic roles are identical between examples (7) and (8). Thus, equivalent distributions of reference between (7) and (8) would support the thematic role bias. However, these examples are not equivalent with respect to event structure: By its nature, the imperfective creates a focus on the ongoing development of an event, and hence is incompatible with a focus on the end state. Because the Source is presumably still central to the event as it is ongoing, the event structure hypothesis predicts that we will find a greater percentage of Source interpretations in the imperfective condition than in the perfective condition.

The results supported the event structure hypothesis. As seen in Table 1, imperfective context sentences yielded significantly more Source interpretations than perfective sentences.4

The next question is whether the coherence relation that relates the continuation to the context sentence has any impact on the distribution of pronoun assignments. (So as to not overly complicate the discussion, we will restrict analysis to the perfective condition here and in future comparisons.) As can be seen in Table 2, coherence relations had a strong effect. As predicted, Occasion – the

| Table 1: Proportion of Source Interpretations (Aspect Manipulation) |
|-------------------------|-------|-------|
|                        | Perfective | Imperfective |
| Source Interpretation   |   .57    |     .80 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Distribution of Five Most Common Coherence Relations and their Pronoun Interpretation Biases (Perfective Condition)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of Occurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violated Expectation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 This paper synthesizes data presented in a number of other papers by the authors. Whereas we will forgo providing statistical significance results here, all comparisons reported on have been shown to be statistically reliable through application of appropriate tests. The results of these tests, discussions of methods and coding, and more detailed analyses of the data can be found in the referenced works.
most common relation in the data – exhibited a strong bias to the Goal. However the next two most common relations, Elaboration and Explanation, displayed a strong Source bias.\textsuperscript{5} Thus, we see that although the overall pronoun bias is close to 50/50 (in our case, approximately a 57/43 split), there is nothing 50/50 about it when one conditions on coherence relations. The overall 50/50 profile masks the much stronger biases associated with the most common coherence relations.

Note that the data in Table 2 actually reflects two biases that are relevant to pronoun interpretation. The one represented in the right-hand column is the bias we just spoke of: The probability of a pronoun assignment conditioned on the coherence relation. The other bias, shown in the middle column, represents the fact that not all coherence relations are equiprobable. These two biases are associated in Equation (9), in which referent stands for an entity mentioned in a particular grammatical or thematic position, and CR stands for coherence relation):

\begin{equation}
(9) \quad P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent}) = \sum_{\text{CR} \in \text{CRs}} P(\text{CR}) \times P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} | \text{CR})
\end{equation}

That is, to compute the probability that a pronoun will corefer with the subject of the previous sentence, one can simply sum, over all coherence relations, the probability of seeing that coherence relation multiplied by the probability of a subject reference given that coherence relation.

Now in and of itself, Equation (9) is not particularly interesting: It expresses a law of conditional probability. However, by conditioning on coherence relations, we are hypothesizing that, as suggested by the results of the previous experiment, the conditional probabilities $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} | \text{CR})$ vary across coherence relations. This, in turn, leads to a prediction: If some factor were to cause a change in the distribution of coherence relations $P(\text{CR})$ without impacting the conditional probabilities $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} | \text{CR})$, then we should still see a change in the overall distribution of pronominal references, despite the fact that $P(\text{CR})$ does not mention reference at all. For instance, a shift towards a greater percentage of Source-biased relations (e.g., Explanation, Elaboration) in the data should lead to a greater percentage of pronominal references to the Source.

As an example, this account makes a straightforward set of predictions about the role of connectives in pronoun interpretation. While previous research has claimed that connectives have their own focusing properties (Stevenson et al.\textsuperscript{5})

\textsuperscript{5} This analysis is similar to one carried out by Arnold (2001), who coded a coarser three-way split between cause, endpoint, and other relations in data collected from a completion experiment using passages that lacked pronoun prompts. She likewise found differences in referential biases across continuation type.
1994; Stevenson, Knott, Oberlander & McDonald 2000), this equation would suggest that the relationship between connectives and pronoun interpretation is indirect: Connectives are expected to influence \( P(CR) \), which Equation (9) would then predict should affect pronoun interpretation in the manner just described. Consider a connective like because, for instance, which disambiguates the ensuing coherence relation to be Explanation. The model would thus predict that, upon hearing because, the comprehender’s bias for \( P(CR = \text{Explanation}) \) will essentially become 1, and thus the probability of \( P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} \mid CR = \text{Explanation}) \). Kehler et al. (2008) presented a study that shows that the next-mention biases for passages with because are the same as those when no connective is present, when only the passages related by Explanation in the latter condition are analyzed. As such, this data suggests that it is not the connective that shifts the bias toward particular entities, but the underlying coherence relation (pace Stevenson et al. 2000).

Here we pursue a different test of the predictions of Equation (9). As reported in Rohde, Kehler & Elman (2007) (see also Rohde & Kehler (in prep)), we re-ran the transfer-of-possession experiment just described except with an added manipulation. The manipulation did not involve changing the stimuli, but instead only the instructions. We asked one group of participants to try to answer the question What happened next? when they wrote their continuations. Here we hoped to elicit mostly Occasion relations, which we know from the previous experiment to be Goal biased. We asked a second group of participants to instead answer the question Why? in their continuations. Here we hoped to get mostly Explanation relations, which the previous experiment demonstrated to be Source biased. The question, then, is whether this change in the instructions will change the distribution of pronoun assignments, even though the stimuli themselves are identical. Clearly a heuristic approach predicts that it will not, whereas the coherence-driven analysis captured by Equation (9) predicts that it will.

We first ask whether the manipulation succeeded in yielding a different distribution of coherence relations across the two conditions. It did indeed, as can be seen in Table 3. The What happened next? condition yielded mostly Occasions,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>What next?</th>
<th>Why?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Occasion</td>
<td>.71</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violated Expectation</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Distribution of Coherence Relations across Conditions (Perfective Condition)
although there were other relations as well (most of which are compatible with the forward movement of time). The *Why*? condition yielded a high proportion of Explanation relations, as anticipated. Thus, $P(CR)$ was successfully shifted. Now what about the pronoun biases $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} | CR)$? Since the stimuli were the same across conditions, there is no reason to predict a difference in the pronoun interpretation biases when conditioned on coherence relations. As can be seen in Table 4, this was largely the case: The biases found in the previous experiment and the current one were highly consistent.\(^6\)

The instruction manipulation therefore succeeded in shifting $P(CR)$ while keeping $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent} | CR)$ relatively constant. We now ask whether the shift in $P(CR)$ created a shift in the distribution of pronoun interpretations $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{referent})$, as predicted by Equation (9). As can be seen in Table 5, it did: The *Why*? condition yielded significantly more interpretations to the Source referent than the *What happened next?* condition.

It is difficult to see how this result can be reconciled with any theory based primarily on morphosyntactic biases, because the stimuli themselves were identical between conditions. All that changed were the participants’ expectations regarding where the discourse was going in terms of coherence. Crucially, note that participants could have seen the pronoun prompt, used a morphosyntactic heuristic (subject assignment, parallel grammatical role, etc.) to fix on a referent

\(^6\) ANOVAs and logistic regressions confirm that the differences are non-significant.

---

**Table 4:** Biases Conditioned on Coherence Relations (Perfective Condition)

| Coherence Relation | $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{Source} | CR)$ (Original Experiment) | $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{Source} | CR)$ (Instruction Manipulation) |
|-------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Elaboration       | .98                             | 1.00                            |
| Explanation       | .80                             | .82                             |
| Violated Expectation | .76                          | .74                             |
| Occasion          | .18                             | .27                             |
| Result            | .08                             | .09                             |

**Table 5:** Proportion of Source Interpretations (Instructions Manipulation; Perfective Condition)

| Coherence Relation | $P(\text{pronoun} = \text{Source} | CR)$ (Instruction Manipulation) |
|-------------------|---------------------------------|
| *What next?*      | .34                             |
| *Why*?            | .82                             |
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(e.g., the subject), and then complete the passage in a way that satisfied the instructions. This is always possible, as the biases toward particular referents associated with coherence relations are merely probabilistic – one can always answer either What happened next? or Why? coherently while assigning the pronoun to either potential referent. But this is not what participants did. Instead, their choices about what referent to assign the pronoun to were intertwined with their expectations about the direction the discourse was taking in terms of coherence.

At this point, it would appear that the coherence-relation based approach is winning. There can be no doubt that coherence relations influence the assignments of referents to pronouns. But there is another set of data that we have yet to account for. When Stevenson et al. (1994) conducted their study, they also included a no-pronoun prompt condition (10b) alongside their pronoun prompt condition (10a):

(10) a. John passed the comic to Bill. He ___________________________
   b. John passed the comic to Bill. ___________________________

As we have previously discussed, Stevenson et al. found an essentially 50/50 interpretation preference for (10a). But for (10b) – where participants not only decide who to refer to first, but also the form of reference to use – they found a strong asymmetry. Specifically, across their context types, they found a strong bias toward using a pronoun when participants referred to the previous subject, and a strong bias toward using a name when they referred to a non-subject. Stevenson et al. did not break down the statistics by context type, however Arnold (2001) conducted a similar study with transfer-of-possession contexts and found that, for Source-Goal sentences, 76% of the references to the subject (Source) were pronominalized whereas only 20% of the references to the non-subject (Goal) were. This result might seem paradoxical at first: If speakers have a clear preference toward using pronouns to refer to the previous subject and names for non-subjects, why is their pronoun interpretation bias 50/50 in such contexts?

As pointed out in Kehler et al. (2008), one sees that there is nothing paradoxical about the situation when the relationship between interpretation and production is cast using Bayes’ Rule:

7 Miltsakaki (2007) reports on a study of Greek reference that similarly revealed a disconnect between what entities were most likely to be referred to next and the choice of referring expression (in this case, null vs. strong pronoun).
Equation (11) tells us that these biases are not mirror images of each other: Instead, they are related by the prior $P(\text{referent})$, the probability that a particular referent will get mentioned again, regardless of the referring expression chosen.\(^8\)

In this model, therefore, a comprehender’s interpretation bias relies jointly on his estimates of the likelihood that a particular referent will be mentioned next (regardless of form of reference) and of the likelihood that the speaker would have chosen a pronoun (instead of another form of reference) to refer to that referent. In Arnold’s data, even though $P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{Goal})$ was only 20%, $P(\text{Goal})$ was a whopping 86%. Combine these values with the probability of pronominalization in the denominator (28%), and Equation (11) actually predicts a 61% interpretation bias toward the Goal for her stimuli. Hence, there is nothing inconsistent about having an interpretation bias toward a non-subject referent despite a strong bias against pronominalizing non-subjects, assuming a suitably large next-mention bias toward the non-subject.

Equation (11) predicts that if production biases favor pronominalization of the subject, we should see an overlaid subject bias in interpretation as well – that is, the interpretation bias $P(\text{Subject} \mid \text{pronoun})$ should be higher than the next-mention bias $P(\text{Subject})$. This is precisely what Stevenson et al. found: Across their context types, there was a greater percentage of first mentions to the previous subject when a pronoun prompt was provided (10a) than when it was not (10b). Whereas Stevenson et al. took this as evidence of an interpretation bias toward the subject, equation (11) casts it instead as a production bias.

Whereas our previous work described thus far (Rohde et al. 2006, 2007) always examined coherence-driven biases utilizing contexts with pronoun prompts, we realized that if there is an overlaid subject bias for pronoun interpretation that sits outside of coherence-driven next-mention biases, then form of reference is also predicted to impact expectations about ensuing coherence relations. To see

\[
P(\text{referent} \mid \text{pronoun}) = \frac{P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})P(\text{referent})}{\sum_{\text{referent} \in \text{referents}} P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})P(\text{referent})}
\]

The term $P(\text{referent} \mid \text{pronoun})$ represents the interpreter’s problem: He knows that a pronoun was used, but does not know what the intended referent is. On the other hand, the term $P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})$ represents the speaker’s problem: She knows what the referent is, but has to decide what form of reference to use.
this, consider the equation shown in (12), which models the probability of the ensuing coherence relation based on the conditional probability of a coherence relation given that a particular referent has been mentioned first:

\[
P(CR) = \sum_{\text{referent} \in \text{referents}} P(\text{referent}) \times P(CR | \text{referent})
\]

Again, the next-mention expectation \( P(\text{referent}) \) is the probability that we estimate from the first mentions in the no-pronoun condition in (10b). If pronouns contribute an overlaid subject bias, then \( P(\text{referent}) \) is expected to be higher if a pronoun is encountered, even when the pronoun is ambiguous. From this, two predictions result: (i) that there will be more first mentions of the subject in (10a) than (10b) (as Stevenson et al. found), and (ii) that this shift will lead to more subject-biased coherence relations in (10a) than (10b). To test these, we conducted a passage completion experiment using Source-Goal transfer-of-possession contexts like (10a–b) (Rohde & Kehler 2008, in prep).

The results supported the predictions. First, as we expected, previous results concerning the effect of prompt type on next-mention biases were replicated: Whereas 84% of the first mentions were to the Goal in the no-pronoun condition, only 48% of them were to the Goal in the pronoun condition. The distribution of coherence relations is shown in Table 6. To simplify the analysis, we compared the total number of Elaboration and Explanations, which we know to be strongly Source-biased, to the total number of Occasion and Result relations, which we know to be Goal-biased. In the no-pronoun condition, 26% of the relations were Elaborations or Explanations, whereas 49% were Occasions or Results. As predicted, this distribution shifts towards the Source-biased relations in the pronoun condition, with 48% of the relations being Elaboration or Explanation, and only 33% being Occasion or Result.

As a sanity check, one might ask whether the statistics for the pronoun condition align with those of the no-pronoun condition in those cases in which participants used a pronoun to mention the first referent. The answer is yes: The

**Table 6: Distribution of Coherence Relations by Prompt Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No-Pronoun Condition</th>
<th>Pronoun Condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elaboration</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanation</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occasion</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violated Expectation</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
combined percentage of Elaborations and Explanations in that subset of the no-pronoun condition was 47% (vs. 48% in the Pronoun condition) and the combined percentage of Occasion and Result relations was 33% (vs. 33% in the Pronoun condition). The lack of a statistically significant difference confirms that participants display the same biases regardless of whether a pronoun is provided by the prompt or they choose to use a pronoun themselves.

The results of this experiment show that pronoun interpretation is not simply a by-product of coherence establishment processes along the lines of what Hobbs envisaged. Instead, the dependency between coherence and coreference is bidirectional. That is, the mere occurrence of a pronoun – even one that is ambiguous among multiple possible referents – changes comprehenders’ expectations about the direction in which the discourse is going with respect to coherence. This effect is not predicted by a Hobbsian analysis, in which pronouns are merely free variables that rely solely on coherence establishment and other inferential processes for their interpretation, since under this approach the appearance of an ambiguous pronoun in contexts such as these should essentially be inert. Indeed, pronouns are not inert, contributing their own linguistic biases to the interpretation process.

To recap, the picture that has emerged is one in which pronoun interpretation is driven by the combination of two sets of biases, as captured by the Bayesian formulation in (11), repeated below as (13):

\[
(13) \quad P(\text{referent} \mid \text{pronoun}) = \frac{P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})P(\text{referent})}{\sum_{\text{referent} \in \text{referents}} P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})P(\text{referent})}
\]

The question now is what factors condition the two terms in the numerator. In Kehler et al. (2008), we noted that all of the data we have considered thus far – including that from Stevenson et al., Arnold, and our own – is “consistent with a scenario in which grammatical or information structural factors (subject-hood, topichood) play a greater role in conditioning \(P(\text{pronoun} \mid \text{referent})\) and coherence-driven expectations play a greater role in conditioning \(P(\text{referent})\)” (p. 40). According to this picture, the coherence-driven biases we have documented only affect pronoun interpretation indirectly, by determining the likelihood that a particular referent is mentioned next. The decision to pronominalize, on the other hand, is not expected to be sensitive to those same factors, instead being driven by factors such as the grammatical role and/or topichood status of the referent. This hypothesis results in a surprising prediction: That the rate of pronominalization toward particular referents should not be sensitive to the ultimate interpretation biases towards those referents. This prediction runs di-
rectly counter to the common assumption that speakers are more likely to pro-
nominalize a mention of a referent in those cases in which their addressees would
be expected to assign the pronoun to that same referent (Arnold 2001; inter alia).

As unintuitive as it may seem, a series of recent studies have supported this
prediction. These studies have been conducted using both gender-unambiguous
and gender-ambiguous contexts. For instance, Ferretti, Rohde, Kehler & Crutch-
ley (2009)\(^9\) reports on a completion study using the previously-discussed aspect
manipulation (perfective vs. imperfective) with no-pronoun prompts in a gender-
unambiguous context:

\[(14)\]

\[\text{a. Sue handed a timecard to Fred. }\]  
\[\text{b. Sue was handing a timecard to Fred. }\]

As expected, the percentage of references to the Goal was significantly greater
in the perfective contexts than the imperfective ones; this held for all references
as well as for the subset of cases in which the participants referred to the first-
mentioned participant with a pronoun. This result establishes that, as in previous
experiments, the two conditions differ with respect to strength of the next-
mention bias toward the Goal. However, this difference did not affect the rate of
pronominalization for each referent. While there were significantly more pro-
nouns used to refer to the subject (76.2\%) than the non-subject (52.1\%), pronomi-
nalization did not differ by aspect, nor was there any interaction between referent
position and aspect.\(^10\)

Other studies that tested these predictions used so-called implicit causality
(IC) verbs, which is undoubtedly the most well-studied verb class in the
psycholinguistics of pronoun interpretation literature since the seminal papers of
Caramazza and colleagues in the 1970s (Garvey & Caramazza 1974; Caramazza,
Grober, Garvey & Yates 1977; Brown & Fish 1983; Terry Kit-fong Au 1986; McKoon,
Greene & Ratcliff 1993; Koornneef & van Berkum 2006; Kehler et al. 2008; inter
alia). If participants are presented with a prompt like (15a),

\[\text{9 See also Rohde (2008), Experiment VII.}\]
\[\text{10 In contrast to this result, Arnold (2001) found an effect of thematic role on rate of pronomi-
nalization in her comparison of Goal-Source and Source-Goal transfer-of-possession contexts, in
which references to the Goal were pronominalized more often than references to the Source. As
pointed out by Fukumura & van Gompel (2010), however, her two context types differed not only
in the order of the thematic role fillers but in a number of other relevant respects, including the
verbs themselves (which are known to vary in the strength of their biases even within the same
category). The difference in rate of pronominalization between Goals and Sources, while signifi-
cant, was relatively small, especially in comparison to the effect of grammatical role.}\]
Andrew Kehler and Hannah Rohde

(15) a. Amanda amazed Brittany because she ____________________________
   b. Amanda detested Brittany because she ____________________________

The large majority of completions will point to Amanda as the pronominal referent. After all, Amanda must be amazing, and hence one expects to hear why. Because causality is imputed to the subject, verbs like *amaze* are called SUBJECT-BIASED IC VERBS. If you give participants a prompt like (15b), on the other hand, the large majority of completions will point to Brittany as the pronominal referent. After all, Brittany must be detestable, and hence one expects to hear why. Because causality is imputed to the object, verbs like *detest* are called OBJECT-BIASED IC VERBS.

The existence of IC biases has been replicated repeatedly, and is hence one of the bedrock results in the field. Kehler et al. (2008) also showed the IC verbs are associated with a second type of strong bias. Whereas most previous studies examined pronoun biases using prompts with *because*-clauses as in (15a–b) above, Kehler et al. used full-stop prompts as in (16), and had annotators categorize the coherence relations in the completed passages.

(16) a. John amazed Mary. ____________________________
   b. John detested Mary. ____________________________
   c. John saw Mary. ____________________________

The results showed that participants completed passages like (16a–b) using Explanation relations approximately 60% of the time, compared to 24% for a control group of non-IC contexts (16c). This result accords with intuitions: Upon hearing *John amazed Mary*, it seems likely that the addressee will wonder *Why?*, and thus expect to hear an answer to this question. On the other hand, when someone says *John saw Mary*, it seems less likely that the addressee will wonder *Why?*, and instead expect an answer to the question *What happened next?*, for example.

The diametrically-opposed next-mention biases for IC verbs make them a good choice for examining the effects of interpretation biases on pronoun production. Rohde (2008: Experiment V) reported on a passage completion study that, like the study with transfer-of-possession contexts just described, used gender-unambiguous contexts and no-pronoun prompts of the sort shown in (16a–c). Again, the rate of pronominalization varied by the grammatical role of the referent (98% pronominal mentions for subjects vs. 77% for non-subjects). However, there was no interaction between grammatical role and context type – references to the object were no more likely to be pronominalized following an object-biased IC verb than following a subject-biased IC verb.
Fukumura & van Gompel (2010) similarly conducted two experiments using IC contexts that were gender-unambiguous. In the first experiment, they varied between contexts that employed subject-biased and object-biased IC verbs:

(17) a. Gary scared Anna after the long discussion ended in a row. This was because ________________________________

b. Gary feared Anna after the long discussion ended in a row. This was because ________________________________

While there was a greater rate of pronominalization to the previous subject than the object, they also found that the IC bias made no difference (subjects: 76% for subject-biased vs. 74% for object-biased; objects: 61% for subject-biased vs. 60% for object-biased). Their second experiment used only subject-biased IC contexts, and instead varied the connective between because and so:

(18) a. Gary scared Anna after the long discussion ended in a row because ________________________________

b. Gary scared Anna after the long discussion ended in a row so ________________________________

It is known that biases for such contexts flip from the subject with because toward the object with so (Stevenson et al. 1994, 2000; Crinean & Garnham 2006). As predicted, while the context manipulation affected who was mentioned next in the continuation, it did not affect rate of pronominalization; only grammatical role mattered.

One might argue that the foregoing studies do not fully test the predictions of the analysis, however, since in each case the contexts mention two opposite-gender individuals, and hence the subsequent pronoun is never ambiguous. That is, perhaps speakers only take interpretation biases into account when the comprehender’s ability to resolve the pronoun to the correct referent is actually at stake. This turns out not to be the case. Rohde & Kehler (2013)\textsuperscript{11} describe a passage completion study that used the stimuli from the earlier study except that the competing referents were of the same gender:

(19) a. John amazed Bill. ________________________________

b. John detested Bill. ________________________________

c. John saw Bill. ________________________________

\textsuperscript{11} See also Rohde (2008), Experiment VI.
Once again, whereas next-mention biases varied between the contexts, the rate of pronominalization was influenced only by the grammatical role of the referent, with no interaction between grammatical role and context type.12

The studies just described therefore support the idea that choice of referring expression is determined by grammatical role. The rate of pronominalization to the subject is consistently greater than to the non-subject, whereas the semantic biases that have been established to influence interpretation have no effect. However, a heuristic preference towards grammatical subjects is not the only explanation that is consistent with the production facts. The aforementioned quote from Kehler et al. (see p. 18) distinguished subjecthood biases, which are rooted in syntax, and topichood biases, which are rooted in pragmatics (specifically, information structure). The sentence topic is commonly (albeit informally) characterized as the constituent that expresses what the sentence is about, that is, the entity about which an utterance is primarily intended to expand the addressee’s knowledge (Strawson 1964; Kuno 1972; Gundel 1974; Reinhart 1981; Givón 1983; Lambrecht 1994; inter alia). While subject position is the canonical place for a topic to appear in English, the two notions cannot be conflated; sometimes a non-subject serves the role of sentence topic instead of the subject (Lambrecht 1994: p. 118). For instance, whereas Amanda may normally be considered more topical than Brittany in the sentence *Amanda amazes Brittany*, the preferred topic of the sentence *No one amazes Brittany* is no doubt Brittany, as the sentence intuitively predicates a property of her rather than *no one*. Although sentence position is important, a number of other factors (referentiality, definiteness, context, etc.) affect the topicality of referents as well.

It is here that Centering Theory comes back into the picture. Recall the aforementioned quote from Grosz et al. (1995):

\[
\ldots \text{the use of a pronoun to realize the } C_b \text{ signals the hearer that the speaker is continuing to talk about the same thing. (GJW 95, p. 214)}
\]

12 Kaiser (2010) also examined the relationship between pronoun production and interpretation biases in ambiguous contexts, but instead of manipulating verb-driven semantic biases like the experiments just described, she manipulated the syntax and information structure of the context sentence, crossing SVO and clefted variants with subject and object focus. She similarly found a strong dissociation between rate of next mention and rate of pronominalization. Particularly striking was the fact that she found a large next-mention bias toward previously-mentioned alternatives to contrastively-focused constituents (particularly in subject-focus constructions), but these referents were almost never mentioned using a pronoun, nor were they referred to in a pronoun-prompt version of the experiment.
Since the Cₚ is an operationalization of the sentence topic, this principle amounts to a production bias toward pronominalizing the topic (see also Ariel (1990), Gundel, Hedberg & Zacharski (1993), and Lambrecht (1994), for similar claims). If this is correct, then the factors that drive pronominalization primarily concern topicality, with which subjecthood is merely correlated. Under this hypothesis, therefore, one could attribute the declining rates of pronominalization of entities in particular grammatical roles as one moves down the obliqueness hierarchy not to a bias specific to grammatical role, but instead to the fact that the likelihood of being the topic declines along the obliqueness hierarchy. As such, the bias toward pronominalizing the topic might be very strong as Centering would have it; the uncertainty enters with respect to the likelihood that the particular entity being referred to is the topic.

This hypothesis therefore predicts that the rate of pronominalization of a referent will in fact vary with its likelihood of serving as the topic, despite the lack of effect of semantic biases on pronoun production. As such, if we had a way of manipulating likelihood of topicality while keeping grammatical role constant, we would nonetheless expect a difference in the rate of pronoun production. An alternation that meets this criterion in English is the variation between active and passive voice. Whereas the context sentences in (20a) and (20b) below describe the same proposition, they differ not only in which entity is considered the default topic (Amanda in 20a and Brittany in 20b), but also with respect to the likelihood that their respective subjects serve as the topic. That is, whereby Amanda is merely the default topic in (20a) outside of a larger context, the promotion of Brittany to the subject position in (20b) by way of a marked syntactic construction constitutes a much stronger signal that she is the topic. Indeed, providing a syntactic means for predicating a property of an entity other than the one that would normally serve as the subject of the active form is commonly considered to be one of the primary functions of the passive (Davison 1984; inter alia).

We therefore conducted an experiment using subject-biased IC contexts in a 2 × 2 manipulation (Rohde & Kehler 2009, 2013):

(20) a. Amanda amazed Brittany. She
b. Brittany was amazed by Amanda. She
c. Amanda amazed Brittany.
d. Brittany was amazed by Amanda.

Examples (20a–d) differ in terms of whether the context sentence is in the active or passive voice (voice manipulation) and whether or not a pronoun is included in the prompt (prompt manipulation). We examine a series of predictions made by the analysis we have developed. First, we predict that the voice manipulation
will affect the pronoun interpretation bias. A pure version of the coherence-relation theory (of the sort that Hobbs proposed) would predict no difference between (20a–b), since the manipulation is syntactic and hence does not alter the context in terms of meaning. The model espoused here, however, predicts that the overlaid subject bias for production will lead to fewer interpretations to the causally-implicated referent (Amanda) in the passive (20b) than in the active (20a), since in (20b) this referent has been moved out of subject position. Second, we also predict that there will be more subject references in each pronoun prompt condition (20a–b) than in their respective no-pronoun conditions (20c–d), as has been found repeatedly in previous work. Third, following the results of Rohde & Kehler (2008), we predict that the switch between the active and passive voice should not only influence pronoun interpretations, but also the distribution of coherence relations. In particular, by drawing references away from the causally-implicated referent, the use of the passive (20b) should cause participants to write fewer Explanations than in the active case (20a). This too would be surprising on a purely coherence-based account, since there is no reason to think that a change in syntactic form that keeps semantics constant would have an effect on expectations about coherence relations.

The final prediction is the central one regarding production: That the difference between active and passive will yield a greater number of pronominalizations of the subject in the passive case (20d) as compared to the active case (20c) in the no-pronoun condition. As argued earlier, this prediction arises from the fact that, in English, being the subject of a passive clause is a stronger indicator of being the sentence topic than being the subject of an active clause. A significant difference would stand in stark contrast with the studies we have surveyed to this point, since the rate of pronominalization across conditions for referents in the same grammatical role has always been constant. The difference here is that topicality is being manipulated, rather than the sorts of semantic biases that have been shown to affect interpretation.

All of these predictions were borne out. First, as shown in Table 7, the voice manipulation did affect pronoun interpretation biases: References to the causally-implicated referent – i.e., Amanda in (20a–b) – were significantly higher in the active condition (ex. 20a, 77%) than in the passive condition (ex. 20b, 42%). That is, putting Brittany in subject position actually resulted in her being the preferred referent, even though she is the bias-incongruent entity with respect to IC.13 Also, as expected, the percentage of first mentions of the subject in the active

13 This result is consistent with that of Caramazza & Gupta (1979), who found an effect of passivization in IC contexts using a timed comprehension task. See also Kaiser, Li & Holsinger (2011) for a complementary result for passivization with Agent-Patient verbs.
condition was higher when a pronoun prompt was given (ex. 20a, 77%) than when no pronoun was given (ex. 20c, 59%).

Next, as predicted, the voice manipulation significantly affected the distribution of coherence relations. As shown in Table 8, in the pronoun condition there were more Explanation relations in the active case (75%) than in the passive case (52%). This result is again surprising on a purely semantic theory of coherence establishment, since the propositions expressed by (20a–b) are invariant between the two syntactic manifestations. Here, the shift in coherence relations is mediated by the shift in the pronominal reference distribution: Since passivization results in a greater number of pronoun interpretations to the non-causally-implicated referent, participants were less likely to continue the passage with an Explanation relation.

Interestingly, the percentage of first mentions of the causally-implicated referent in the no-pronoun condition was greater in the passive case (when the referent appeared as the surface object of the by-phrase; 76%) than in the active one (59%). We attribute this to the fact that by-phrases in English passives are optional, and hence their appearance in the context sentence might have driven participants to feel the need to re-mention the referent in order to justify its inclusion in the story. This interpretation follows that proposed by Arnold (2001), who found the same effect for contexts with Goal-Source transfer-of-possession verbs (Sue received a book from Mary), where the non-subject referent is similarly found in an optional PP. Importantly, the large majority of these mentions used names, and hence the pattern found for the no-pronoun condition was not similarly exhibited in the pronoun condition.

In the no-pronoun condition, there were more Explanation relations in the passive case (20d) than in the active case (20c), even though the causally-implicated referent appeared in the by-phrase. This follows from the fact that there were more first-mentions of the causally-implicated referent in the passive condition, as explained in footnote 14.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7: Proportion of Next Mentions of the Causally-Implicated Referent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 8: Proportion of Explanation Relations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

14 Interestingly, the percentage of first mentions of the causally-implicated referent in the no-pronoun condition was greater in the passive case (when the referent appeared as the surface object of the by-phrase; 76%) than in the active one (59%). We attribute this to the fact that by-phrases in English passives are optional, and hence their appearance in the context sentence might have driven participants to feel the need to re-mention the referent in order to justify its inclusion in the story. This interpretation follows that proposed by Arnold (2001), who found the same effect for contexts with Goal-Source transfer-of-possession verbs (Sue received a book from Mary), where the non-subject referent is similarly found in an optional PP. Importantly, the large majority of these mentions used names, and hence the pattern found for the no-pronoun condition was not similarly exhibited in the pronoun condition.

15 In the no-pronoun condition, there were more Explanation relations in the passive case (20d) than in the active case (20c), even though the causally-implicated referent appeared in the by-phrase. This follows from the fact that there were more first-mentions of the causally-implicated referent in the passive condition, as explained in footnote 14.
As predicted, the effect of passivization on referential form production was also confirmed. As shown in Table 9, a greater percentage of references to the previous subject were pronominalized in the passive condition (87%) than in the active condition (62%). This result is expected on a theory that posits that topics should be pronominalized (e.g., Centering), since appearing as the subject of a passive construction is a stronger indicator of being the sentence topic than being the subject of an active voice clause. This result therefore suggests that the production biases are conditioned on information-structural factors rather than grammatical ones, as not all grammatical subjects are considered equal. There was no difference statistically in the rate of pronominalization of the non-subjects in each case (24% for actives and 23% for passives).

Finally, we can also use the data collected here to test what might be considered to be the core prediction of the Bayesian analysis, specifically that the relationship between pronoun production and interpretation biases is as predicted by equation (13). To do this, we estimate the values for the terms on the right-hand side of equation (13) from the data collected in the no-pronoun prompt conditions, which will yield predictions for $p(\text{referent} | \text{pronoun})$ on the left-hand side. If the Bayesian characterization is correct, these predicted biases should be highly correlated with the actual interpretation biases that are estimated directly in the pronoun-prompt conditions of the experiment. The predicted and actual interpretation probabilities are listed in Table 10, broken down by voice. There is a strong alignment between these values in each context condition; linear models reveal that the predicted and actual values are in fact highly correlated, thus confirming the predictions of the model.

### Table 9: Proportion of Pronominalized References

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Surface Subject</th>
<th>Surface Non-Subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>.62</td>
<td>.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>.87</td>
<td>.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 10: Predicted and Actual Biases for Pronominal Reference to the Subject (Voice Manipulation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Predicted</th>
<th>Actual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To sum, the results confirm our central prediction about pronoun production, in that participants chose to use a pronoun more often when referring back to the subject of a passive voice clause than the subject of an active. This result contrasts with previous results in which manipulations outside of grammatical role (specifically, semantic bias) had no effect on rate of pronominalization. As expected, we also find a difference in interpretation bias between the conditions, whereby there were more references to the bias-inconsistent referent when it occupied the subject position rather than the non-subject position. Further, this change in preferred referent for the pronoun cascaded to create a shift in the distribution of coherence relations – specifically, away from Explanation relations – demonstrating again that the relationship between coherence and coreference is bidirectional. Finally, the data confirmed the predictions of the Bayesian analysis, whereby interpretation biases estimated from the no-pronoun condition were highly correlated with the actual biases measured in the pronoun condition.

4 Discussion

We have compared two classic theories of pronoun interpretation that have sought to specify the relationship between pronoun use and discourse coherence; theories that make seemingly irreconcilable claims. According to Hobbs (1979, 1990), pronoun interpretation is not governed by an independent mechanism, but instead comes about as a by-product of utilizing world knowledge during the inferential establishment of coherence relations, without regard to the grammatical form and information structure of utterances. According to Centering Theory (Grosz et al. 1995; inter alia), on the other hand, pronoun interpretation is predominantly determined by information structural relationships within and between utterances (e.g., topic transitions) and the grammatical roles occupied by potential referents, without appeal to world knowledge or the establishment of informational coherence relations.

In this paper, we have argued – based on the results of a series of psycholinguistic experiments – for an analysis that reconciles these diverse approaches. The reconciliation comes by way of a simple, Bayesian probabilistic model in which the interpretation bias \( P(\text{referent} \mid \text{pronoun}) \) is determined by:

- Expectations that comprehenders have about what Hobbsian coherence relations will ensue, which in turn condition top-down expectations about referent next mention (regardless of the referring expression used), as modeled by the prior \( P(\text{referent}) \), and
- Centering-style constraints on pronoun production, which provide bottom-up evidence about the topichood status of referents that are specific to
the speaker’s decision to use a pronoun, as modeled by the likelihood \( P(\text{pronoun} | \text{referent}) \).

The analysis comes a long way from the kind of SMASH approach found in the literature, whereby reference resolution is the result of an often complex search-and-match procedure that is triggered when a pronoun is encountered. Indeed, the analysis fits well with what has come to be a modern view of language interpretation in psycholinguistics, in which interpretation is not something that initiates when linguistic material is encountered, but is instead what occurs when top-down expectations about the ensuing message come into contact with the bottom-up linguistic evidence.

Whereas both the Hobbsian coherence analysis and Centering emerge as contributing important insights, note that neither account as stated turns out to be adequate in and of itself as a theory of pronoun interpretation. Our results suggest that Hobbsian coherence is crucial in generating expectations about likelihood of entity mention, but that it achieves its influence on pronoun interpretation only indirectly. Indeed, the data indicate that the idea that pronouns merely function as unbound variables in the way Hobbs envisages is untenable. Centering, likewise, contributes correct predictions to the problem of pronoun production, and hence, it also achieves its influence on pronoun interpretation only indirectly. Notably, we have had no reason to appeal to any existing Centering-based algorithms for pronoun interpretation (Brennan et al. 1987; Walker et al. 1994; Strube & Hahn 1999; inter alia). These analyses use transition hierarchies to rank pronoun assignments, where the transition type is determined solely by the identities of the \( C_b \) and \( C_f \). It is hard to see how any analysis that does not incorporate pragmatically-driven next-mention biases could account for the range of data addressed here.

Historically, proponents of the Centering and Hobbsian approaches have appealed to different types of discourses to motivate their theories. Whereas the evidence argued to support the Hobbsian approach often consists of short, semantically-biased passages (4), the data provided in support of Centering are typically longer, multi-utterance discourses in which a topic has been more clearly established through repeated mention in subject position (Grosz et al. 1995; Brennan et al. 1987; inter alia). The analysis presented here explains the motivation for this difference, as it predicts that the more certain the hearer is about the identity of the current topic (which will drive up his estimate for \( P(\text{pronoun} | \text{referent}) \)), the less that coherence-driven next-mention biases will be able to move the interpretation preference for a subsequent pronoun away from that entity. We would thus expect to see a greater pronoun bias toward the subject in passage (22) than the original two-sentence version repeated below in
(21), in so far as the repeated mention of John increases the likelihood that he is the topic.

(21) John passed a comic to Bill.
   He ____________________

(22) John walked into the room.
   He saw Bill sitting around with nothing to do.
   He passed a comic to him.
   He ____________________

Whereas this prediction seems intuitively correct to us, it awaits experimental confirmation.

In keeping with the goals laid out in the Introduction, our analysis offers insight into why we see evidence for so-called ‘preferences’ in pronoun interpretation, and why different preferences seem to be determinative in different contextual circumstances. The analysis explains the paradox whereby choice of syntactic form affects interpretation biases even when the propositional content of the context is unchanged (as in minimal pairs that vary between passive and active voice, e.g. 1a–b and 20a–b), while at the same time we find other cases in which syntactic form is not varied but semantic content is (as in examples 4a–b and 19a–c). Whereas other analyses have posited both syntactic and semantic influences on pronoun interpretation, these influences are often treated as an unstructured collection, without higher-level causal structure spelling out the relationships among them. The analysis put forth here is perhaps unique in positing a particular set of hierarchical relationships among the different factors, with the result that many factors that are considered primary in other theories (e.g., subject biases, thematic role biases, and so forth) are rendered derivative in ours. While it is true that statistical analysis of these more superficial factors may reveal significant effects, we contend that these factors are epiphenomena of the true underlying causes of pronoun behavior.

Whereas our results are incompatible with heuristic approaches, they are also inconsistent with analyses that equate pronoun interpretation biases with a notion of accessibility and/or probability of next mention, such as Arnold’s Expectancy Hypothesis (Arnold 2001, 2010). In Arnold’s framework, a variety of biases – grammatical subjecthood, parallel grammatical role, thematic role, topichood, and others – all work as a collection to confer accessibility to referents. This approach leaves us without an explanation, however, for why pronoun interpretation biases (as measured by pronoun-prompt conditions in completion studies) can vary dramatically from next-mention biases (as measured by
no-pronoun conditions). Indeed, our data suggest that it is *always* felicitous to pronominalize a reference to the subject of the previous sentence, *no matter how far the interpretation bias points away from that referent*. Arnold (2010) suggests that “the likelihood of re-mention could be construed as one measure of topicality” (p. 193), but our data indicates that topicality and likelihood of re-mention play distinct and non-conflatable roles: Likelihood of re-mention affects interpretation but not production, whereas topicality is a central criterion for production. In her discussion of what she calls the COMMUNICATIVE ROLE OF REFERRING HYPOTHESIS, she observes that “the traditional view is that speakers choose referential forms on the basis of interpretability” (p. 197). While this is certainly true to an extent, our data indicate that there are limits: Speakers will pronominalize mentions in some cases in which the referent is not the one preferred by interpretation biases, and will likewise use names to refer to referents which would have been the preferred referent had a pronoun been used.

Importantly, our analysis should not be construed as claiming that no factors other than those we have discussed influence pronominal reference. Indeed, in Kehler et al. (2008) we argued that information-structural constraints that govern the placement of accent in English explain the evidence for another purported preference, the grammatical role parallelism bias. Recall that evidence for the bias comes from examples like (1c), repeated in (23a), but that such evidence is mysteriously absent in passages like (1a), repeated in (23b).

(23) a. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and Newt absolutely trounced him. [him = Rick]
   b. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and the press promptly followed him to the next primary state. [him = Mitt]

Kehler et al. (2008) argue that in cases of RESEMBLANCE coherence relations – such as the Parallel relation in (23a) – information-structural factors conspire to necessitate that any referring expression that is not coreferent with its semantically parallel constituent in the first clause (i.e., *Rick* in 23a) must receive accent. As such, while it is possible for a pronoun to corefer with a non-parallel antecedent in such relations, it must receive accent to do so, as shown in (24a):

(24) a. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and Newt absolutely trounced HIM/#him. [him = Mitt]
   b. Mitt narrowly defeated Rick, and Newt absolutely trounced MITT/#Mitt.

Importantly, the requirement for accent applies whether or not the referring expression is a pronoun (24b), demonstrating that the constraint is independent of
pronominalization (Akmajian & Jackendoff 1970; Venditti, Stone, Nanda & Tepper 2002; de Hoop 2004; inter alia). Once this constraint is acknowledged, it can be seen that there is no work left for an additional parallel grammatical role preference to do. On the one hand, the preference is superfluous when a Resemblance relation is operative, since the rules of accent placement alone necessitate that an unaccented pronoun will refer to a parallel referent. On the other hand, these same constraints are predicted not to apply in cases of non-Resemblance, a prediction which examples like (23b) confirm. The picture that results is one in which the underlying basis of the various biases that affect pronoun interpretation – those driving next-mention expectations (coherence-driven biases), those driving the decision to pronominalize (topichood biases), and those governing when a pronoun may or may not remain unaccented (constraints on accent placement) – while different, are all fundamentally pragmatic.

Our arguments have focused exclusively on the results of passage completion studies. Although the passage completion technique does not provide on-line measurements of interpretation difficulty, it has important advantages over other methodologies for our purposes. For one, it gives us a way to obtain estimates of fine-grained probabilistic biases in a fairly straightforward way. This ability is not only crucial with respect to measuring pronoun interpretation and production biases, but also for estimating expectations about ensuing coherence relations: It is these estimates that have allowed us to make progress on developing a coherence-driven theory of pronoun interpretation without having a fully predictive theory of coherence establishment in hand. Second, the methodology allows us to measure the contribution of a pronoun against an appropriate baseline, as provided by the next-mention expectations measured in the no-pronoun conditions. In our view, there is a persistent methodological problem in the literature with respect to stimuli creation, whereby a set of stimuli are constructed that seem intuitively unobjectionable (i.e., ‘pragmatically unbiased’), and the biases measured for them are compared against a hypothetical uniform distribution as a baseline (i.e., a 50/50 distribution if there are two competing referents). This may seem reasonable on a heuristic account of pronoun interpretation strategies – a greater than 50% bias to the subject amounts to a subject assignment strategy, and so forth – but it makes little sense on the current account. On this account, only one of the two biases that feed pronoun interpretation is specific to pronouns

16 Pronouns in non-Resemblance relations may still preferentially refer to entities that occupy grammatically-parallel positions, of course. The point is that such reference will be determined by other factors. For instance, subject/topic biases will point to the grammatically-parallel referent for subject pronouns. Likewise for cases in which semantic biases suggest a referent that happens to be in a grammatically-parallel position.
(the production bias); the other – the prior probability that the referent will be mentioned next – holds regardless of referential form. As such, if one wants to measure the contribution that is specific to pronouns, one must compare the resulting distribution against the distribution found in the no-pronoun condition. The 50/50 point along the spectrum of interpretation biases is as arbitrary a baseline as any other.

This insight helps to clarify what may initially appear to be a self-contradictory set of interpretation facts. That is, at first blush it may seem that pronoun interpretation biases go in many different directions – toward the subject (as in Goal-Source transfer-of-possession contexts, subject-biased IC contexts, and many others), closer to 50/50 (as in Source-Goal transfer-of-possession contexts), or even toward a non-subject (as in object-biased IC contexts). But it would be a mistake to characterize the bias associated with pronouns as being mixed. The reason for this is that in all passage completion studies we are aware of that compare pronoun and no-pronoun prompt data, the inclusion of a pronoun prompt consistently shows a subject bias, in that it always pulls the distribution of references to the subject as compared to when a pronoun is not provided. In this sense, a pronoun can display a subject bias even when the resulting interpretation bias is toward a non-subject. The only part of the equation that shows considerable variance across context types is the one which captures next-mention expectations, which again are independent of referential form. Many methodologies provide no straightforward way of teasing apart these fundamentally different and interacting biases, which we believe has obfuscated our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie pronoun interpretation.

That having been said, we have carried out a number of studies using on-line methodologies that provide support for the claim that comprehenders utilize the kinds of biases that we have argued for in this paper. Ferretti et al. (2009), for example, conducted an ERP experiment which found that comprehenders show differential ERP responses when resolving pronouns in contexts containing imperfective and perfective transfer-of-possession verbs, as a result of the differing degree of centrality of the Goal for the two aspects. Rohde & Kehler (in prep) describes a reading time study modeled after the passage completion experiment from Rohde et al. (2007) described earlier, which showed that clauses containing a pronominal reference to the Goal in transfer-of-possession contexts were read more slowly when the participants were expecting the second sentence to answer the question Why? (which signals an Explanation relation, which is biased to the Source) than when they were expecting an answer to the question What happened next? (which signals an Occasion relation, which is biased to the Goal). Finally, Rohde, Levy & Kehler (2011) showed that the expectations that object-
biased IC verbs create for an ensuing Explanation, along with the next-mention biases toward their direct objects, influence syntactic attachment biases in online relative clause processing.

Whereas the Hobbsian coherence and Centering models have long been thought to be diametrically opposed theories of discourse coherence and its relationship to pronoun use, we believe that the data presented here have shown that they are in fact largely compatible. Both theories have core principles that the evidence supports, at the expense of requiring that other, less significant aspects be abandoned. It is worth noting that this reconciliation required that we go beyond these accounts in several important ways. The first is that we had to move from a symbolic to a probabilistic framework. We find that no rule-based algorithm will be sufficient for explaining the data presented here, nor is there any obvious way to integrate the theories without appealing to probabilities. The second is that, like Stevenson et al. (1994) and Arnold (2001), the analysis makes crucial appeal to expectations that are brought into the interpretation process rather than merely processing that occurs when a pronoun is encountered. Because reasoning about coherence relations in the Hobbsian framework requires full propositional representations in order to commence, there is no obvious way of accounting for the considerable amount of experimental evidence that pronouns are interpreted incrementally, before the end of the utterance containing them is reached. Further, as argued in Kehler (1997), the classic Centering-based theories of interpretation similarly require, at least in some contexts, that full sentences be processed before the preferred assignments for pronouns can be computed. The model we have presented shows how a coherence-driven theory can be consistent with incremental interpretation, as the information utilized by the model is available to the comprehender at the time the pronoun is encountered. Finally, it is worth stressing the role of experimental manipulations in the collection of this data. Only by conducting experiments do we have a way to estimate biases that can be empirically validated while controlling for other contextual influences. Indeed, we believe that this work provides a useful case study for how experimental work can drive the development of linguistic theories.
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